Supplemental Data
Sometimes the inclusion of supplemental data strengthens a manuscript by providing more raw data to prove a point. However, supplemental data are not always equal in quality to the data in the main body. We will give associate editors and reviewing editors the latitude to decide what are appropriate supplemental data for the papers they review. In my own experience, this varies greatly among research fields. For instance, more chemical and physical papers often require spectra, and "-omics" papers may need large data sets. I do not believe that it is appropriate to impose blanket rules.
Final Checks
In the past, if a manuscript failed to meet certain administrative criteria, we returned it to the authors so that they could fix it before the manuscript went out for review. This slowed down the review process, and so we've decided instead to request those corrections after a manuscript has been reviewed. This might seem like a minor change not worth mentioning, but I think most readers would agree it's frustrating to work years on a project and months on a manuscript only to have an editorial office send it right back for reasons unrelated to content.
Authorship
We now require and publish some information about what each author contributed to a manuscript-nothing detailed, just the basics.
Retraction and Withdrawal Notices
The JBC's practice of saying very little in retraction and withdrawal notices has been described by many in the community as opaque-and rightfully so. After reviewing the practices of other journals and consulting with our legal counsel and publications committee, we've reconsidered our approach. JBC retraction and withdrawal notices now will explain, with as much detail as possible, why papers have been withdrawn or retracted.
